WORLD - (2 of 8)
Ugandan Water

This project was developed by
Sphero® and is featured on
MakerHub with their permission.
For more makerspace projects,
visit makerhub.demco.com.

During this humanitarian engineering project you will design a pulley system
that could be used to source water in Uganda where sanitation is a major
problem.
Learn about Uganda and its water crisis, then develop annotated sketches and
build a pulley from recycled materials.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• I can research a different culture to understand user needs
• I can communicate design ideas using annotated sketches
Tags: building
engineering

problem solving
green tech

water

art

technology

recycling

block coding

Grades: 5 to 9 | Duration: 1-2 Hours
Key Stages: Design.KS3.D1, Design.KS3.D5
NGSS: 3-5-ETS1, HS-ETS1, HS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1, MS-ETS1-1
Supplies: Kebab sticks, cardboard, bottle caps, tape, glue, string, and any other
materials that could be useful.
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Step #1: Exploration - Uganda

1. Find Uganda on a map. (Hint: Look in Africa)
2. Do a bit of research on Uganda - 1) Which languages are spoken in Uganda? 2) Learn about their
culture (check out their football team!), 3) Learn about their food and beautiful national parks.
3. Watch the video below to see what life can be like in Uganda.
4. Uganda has been facing a major crisis for some time. Over 23 million (more than half of Uganda's
population) don't have access to clean water.
YouTube video: https://youtu.be/wEdpGqWdlVc

Step #2: Exploration - Water crisis

Watch this video of two young girls in Uganda collecting dirty water.
1. Discuss in groups what you use water for everyday.
2. Make a list of what everyone in the group shares.
3. Because many Ugandans don't have access to clean water, they have to drink contaminated water.
This might be used by animals, used to wash cars, or worse. What do you think are the risks of not
having clean water?
4. Often it is left up to girls, like those in the video, to walk for miles to collect water. What dangers and
problems do you think these girls and families face?
YouTube video: https://youtu.be/-UR4XKOnRr0
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Step #3: Exploration - Providing Clean Water

Discuss with your group how you think we could help the Ugandan people who don't have access to clean
drinking water.
Many humanitarian charities are working hard to provide wells in Uganda and other countries. What

solution does a well provide? Do you think this is a good solution?
Look at the picture attached carefully.
1. What do you see?
2. What are the different parts?
3. How do you think this works?

Educator Tip:
You may want to ensure students understand why we dig wells. Digging a well gets to the groundwater
which is beneath the Earth's surface - it's usually less polluted and safer.
Have a look at WaterAid's website for more information about the world's water crisis.
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Step #4: Skills Building - Sketching & Modeling

Now you will design pulley system that will successfull lift a Sphero. Your Sphero will represent a full bucket
of water that needs to be raised and lowered
1. Draw your pulley design considering the materials available to you.
2. Decide on which materials you will use and add labels to your diagram.
3. Annotate your drawing to identify each part.
4. How will you attach your Sphero to the pulley?
Take a picture of your design and attach it to this step.
YouTube video: https://youtu.be/LiBcur1aqcg

Step #5: Skills Building - Build your Pulley System

Use your sketch as a reference to build a pulley with the materials provided.
Remember that you will need to raise and lower Sphero. Sphero can be in a basket of your design or
simply tied to your pulley one way or another.
Test, test, and test. Always be looking for ways to make it better. Invite other groups to share ideas and to
demonstrate what you've built.
Educator Tip:
Consider sharing this example to help guide student planning.
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Step #6: Challenge - Sphero acts as Water

After you get your pulley working, open a new program. Create a program that will recognize when
Sphero is lifted off the ground. Add some lights and sounds to signal when Sphero is lifted. If you need
some help, take a look at the Blocks 2 activity. You may ﬁnd some useful tips there.

Educator Tip:
If students need support have them check out the linked program.

Step #7: Challenge - Don't Drop the Bucket!

What would happen if Sphero fell out of the bucket or came off the pulley? Update your program so that
Sphero recognizes the fall and impact. Add lights and sounds to signal this.
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